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Mehul

Mehul

Mehul

Mehul

Mehul

Mehul

Mehul

Mehul

GP

Descriptive Indicators

A

Mehul is helpful to other
students, respects the opinion
0.00
of others, and excels in
classroom works.

A

Mehul is helpful to other
students, respects the opinion
0.00
of others, and excels in
classroom works.

A

Mehul is helpful to other
students, respects the opinion
0.00
of others, and excels in
classroom works.

A

Mehul is helpful to other
students, respects the opinion
0.00
of others, and excels in
classroom works.

A

Mehul is helpful to other
students, respects the opinion
0.00
of others, and excels in
classroom works.

A

Mehul is helpful to other
students, respects the opinion
0.00
of others, and excels in
classroom works.

A

Mehul is helpful to other
students, respects the opinion
0.00
of others, and excels in
classroom works.

A

Mehul is helpful to other
students, respects the opinion
0.00
of others, and excels in
classroom works.

CLASS TEACHER'S NAME AND SIGNATURE

Grade

GP

Descriptive Indicators

A

Mehul participates and
volunteers often for school
0.00 programmes, displays
leadership skills and inspires
others.

A

Mehul participates and
volunteers often for school
0.00 programmes, displays
leadership skills and inspires
others.

A

Mehul participates and
volunteers often for school
0.00 programmes, displays
leadership skills and inspires
others.

A

Mehul participates and
volunteers often for school
0.00 programmes, displays
leadership skills and inspires
others.

A

Mehul participates and
volunteers often for school
0.00 programmes, displays
leadership skills and inspires
others.

A

Mehul participates and
volunteers often for school
0.00 programmes, displays
leadership skills and inspires
others.

A

Mehul participates and
volunteers often for school
0.00 programmes, displays
leadership skills and inspires
others.

A

Mehul participates and
volunteers often for school
0.00 programmes, displays
leadership skills and inspires
others.

1

TEACHERS
Grade

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

GP

Descriptive Indicators

0.00

Mehul shows courtesy and
respect at all times, is helpful,
follows class teacher’s
instruction & follows school
rules.

0.00

Mehul shows courtesy and
respect at all times, is helpful,
follows class teacher’s
instruction & follows school
rules.

0.00

Mehul shows courtesy and
respect at all times, is helpful,
follows class teacher’s
instruction & follows school
rules.

0.00

Mehul shows courtesy and
respect at all times, is helpful,
follows class teacher’s
instruction & follows school
rules.

0.00

Mehul shows courtesy and
respect at all times, is helpful,
follows class teacher’s
instruction & follows school
rules.

0.00

Mehul shows courtesy and
respect at all times, is helpful,
follows class teacher’s
instruction & follows school
rules.

0.00

Mehul shows courtesy and
respect at all times, is helpful,
follows class teacher’s
instruction & follows school
rules.

0.00

Mehul shows courtesy and
respect at all times, is helpful,
follows class teacher’s
instruction & follows school
rules.

Value Systems
Grade

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

GP

Descriptive Indicators

0.00

Mehul respects culture,
opinions and ability of peers,
polite, has self-respect, is
honest and ethical exhibit
integrity.

0.00

Mehul respects culture,
opinions and ability of peers,
polite, has self-respect, is
honest and ethical exhibit
integrity.

0.00

Mehul respects culture,
opinions and ability of peers,
polite, has self-respect, is
honest and ethical exhibit
integrity.

0.00

Mehul respects culture,
opinions and ability of peers,
polite, has self-respect, is
honest and ethical exhibit
integrity.

0.00

Mehul respects culture,
opinions and ability of peers,
polite, has self-respect, is
honest and ethical exhibit
integrity.

0.00

Mehul respects culture,
opinions and ability of peers,
polite, has self-respect, is
honest and ethical exhibit
integrity.

0.00

Mehul respects culture,
opinions and ability of peers,
polite, has self-respect, is
honest and ethical exhibit
integrity.

0.00

Mehul respects culture,
opinions and ability of peers,
polite, has self-respect, is
honest and ethical exhibit
integrity.

PRINCIPAL'S SIGNATURE

